Reunions 2002
Classes of '57, '62, '67, '72, '77, '82 and '87

Reunion 2002 was held in the Nathan Patz Law Center in October and November. Tours of the building and a technology presentation were part of each evening's festivities.

(Pictured this page, clockwise from top) Musical entertainment was provided by David Wright and "The Wright Touch," Rebecca Tabb '87 and friends eagerly anticipate a tour of the Nathan Patz Law Center; Director of Alumni Relations Liz McFarlane catches up with Ellen Stiller, former colleague and wife of Bill Stiller '67; Seaton Haney '82 and the Hon. Wanda Keyskey Heard '82 pause for a conversation and photo with Trishana Bowden, then director of development for the School of Law; Associate Dean for Administration Josef Balamonde-Gonzalez describes a portion of the Thurgood Marshall Law Library to a group of alumni tourists; and accompanied by their wives, Barbara and Helen, George Stokes and Mel Schneider, of the Class of 1967, reminisce at Reunion.
(Above, from left) Wayne Pierce, Becky Holtz, Meryl Edly, Bill Klumpp, Wanda Keyes Heard and Julie Chapin Janosky represented the Class of 1962 at Reunion; (far left) Dean Karen Rothenberg with James P. Lewis 62 and his wife, Mary; and (left) Mr. and Mrs. Howard Waldeman 62 enjoyed reconnecting with his former classmates.

(Above) Gregory Lewis '87 proudly escorts his mother, Juanita, on a tour of the Nathan Patz Law Center; (above right) Irwin Kramer '87 and his wife, Denia; (right) Team Alumni Office is cheerful and staffed by reliable professionals; and (far right) Robert Shreve '82.

“True friendship's laws are by this rule expressed—welcome the coming, speed the parting guest.” —ALEXANDER POPE
Pictured this page, clockwise from top: "Archaic Smile," a local band, provided the musical entertainment; James Benjamin '01 and Assistant Dean for Career Development Dana Morris; Andrea and Raymond Griffith '97; Helmut Gablach '97, his wife, Pat, and Professor Bill Reynolds; members of the Class of 1997 on tour; and members of the Class of 2001 tours the second floor, heading to the Thurgood Marshall Law Library.
(Pictured this page, clockwise from top) Still best friends even after law school, Jessamyn and Ken Abel '92; (from left) Toni Paytas '97, Kim Crabtree and Maxine Mead '97; Jayson Stolnik '01 shares a laugh with Louis Gibber '01, Chad '01 and Mary Littleton; and Professor Peter Quint and Anthony Ashton '97.
(Pictured clockwise from top) Dean Karen Rothenberg joins the Class of 1952 for their group photo; Dick Murray updates his classmates; retired Judge Elisabeth Bothe was one of just two women who graduated from the School of Law in 1952; Gordon Witherspoon, King Hill and Art Eby; former Baltimore City Mayor Tommy D'Alessandro III (second from right) regales his table with 50 years worth of stories; Harriet Igerhart shares a moment with Dean Rothenberg; and Geoffrey Goff proudly escorts his father, John Goff, to Reunion.